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Abstract
The new Associative Language Description (ALD) model, a combination of locally testable
and constituent structure ideas, is proposed, arguing that in practice it equals context-free (CF)
grammars in explanatory adequacy, yet it provides a simple description and it excludes mathemat-
ical sets based on counting properties, which are rarely (if ever) used in compiler construction
or in computational linguistics. The ALD model has been recently proposed as an approach
consistent with current views on brain organization. ALD is a “pure”, i.e., nonterminal-free def-
inition. The strict inclusion of ALD languages in CF languages is proved, based on a lemma
which strengthens the Pumping Lemma for CF languages. Basic nonclosure and undecidabil-
ity properties are considered and compared with those of CF languages. It is shown that the
hardest context-free language is in ALD, that there exists a hierarchy of ALD languages and
that each ALD tree language enjoys the noncounting property of parenthesized CF languages.
Typical technical languages (Pascal, HTML) can be rather conveniently described by ALD rules.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In spite of their universal adoption in language reference manuals and compilers,
context-free (CF) grammars have several shortcomings. A frequently voiced criticism
is that they are unable to generate various linguistic constructs, or to handle long-
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distance dependencies. To overcome such limitations, several extended models, known
as mildly context-sensitive, have been proposed (e.g. tree adjoining grammars [13]).
But the shortcomings of CF languages that we consider are entirely diIerent.
First, the generative capacity of CF grammars is not only insuJcient, but also
misdirected, because it aIords languages that are never considered for describing pro-
gramming languages and never appear in computational linguistics. We have in mind
counting languages, which violate the noncounting (NC) property, since they character-
ize the legal strings by some numerical congruence. Clearly, nobody has ever proposed
a language where grammaticality depends on the number of certain items being odd or
even, or more generally congruous to some integer value. Yet CF grammars generate
all kinds of counting languages. In an attempt to rule out counting, years ago the class
of NC CF languages has been introduced for parenthesis grammars [4], and later on
reformulated within the theory of tree languages [18].
A second criticism, originally voiced by Marcus’ school of contextual grammars, is
that CF grammars require an unbounded number of metasymbols, the nonterminals. A
“pure” grammar should not use metavariables, which are ‘external’ to the language,
but rely instead on structural and distributional properties. The language de?nition tech-
nique to be presented addresses both criticisms, but does not (at present) extend the
capacity of CF grammars. In essence, we have attempted to combine the concepts of
local testability and of phrase structure in as simple a way as possible. The idea is
also related with Z. Harrys’s linguistic models of word distribution in sentences. Such
approaches, also known as Skinner’s associative models, were antagonized by Chom-
sky’s generative grammars. Yet associative models on one hand provide an intuitively
appealing explanation of many linguistic regularities, on the other they are aligned
with current views on information processing in the brain. The ?rst account [3] of the
present ALD model was indeed motivated by the want of a brain compatible theory of
language [1].
The objective of this presentation is to formalize the de?nitions, to highlight the
explanatory adequacy by representative examples, and to establish the basic properties.
In Section 2 we introduce the ALD model. In Section 3 we prove its basic properties
and compare it with CF languages. In Section 4, comparisons are made with NC CF
and locally testable languages. In the conclusion we discuss related research, including
a seemingly analogous model, the semi-contextual (or insertion) grammars of Galiuk-
shov. We terminate mentioning our early experiences on specifying by ALD technical
languages such as Pascal or HTML.
2. Basic denitions and introductory examples
Let 	 be a ?nite alphabet, and let 
 =∈ 	 be the placeholder.
Denition 2.1 (Stencil tree; frontier; constituent). A stencil tree is a tree such that:
its internal nodes are labeled by 
; its leaves have labels in 	∪{}. The constituents
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Fig. 1. A stencil tree T with four constituents K1; K2; K3; K4 schematized by triangles.
of a stencil tree are its subtrees of height one and leaves with labels in 	∪{}∪ {
}.
The frontier of a stencil tree T or of a constituent K is denoted, respectively, by (T )
and (K).
An example of stencil tree with its constituents is shown in Fig. 1.
Denition 2.2 (Maximal subtree). Given a stencil tree T , a maximal subtree of T is
a subtree of T whose leaves are also leaves of T .
Denition 2.3 (Left and right contexts). Let T be a stencil tree. For an internal node
i of T , let Ki and Ti be, respectively, the constituent and the maximal subtree of T
having root i. Consider the tree T ′ obtained by excising the subtree Ti from T , leaving
only the root labeled 
 of Ti behind. Let s; t ∈	∗ be two strings such (T ′)= s
t.
The left context of Ki in T and of Ti in T is left(Ki; T )= left(Ti; T )= s; the right
context of Ki in T and of Ti in T is right(Ki; T )= right(Ti; T )= t.
For instance, in Fig. 1 the left context of K2 is acb, the left context of K3 is
acbbbacbcbbcb and the right context of K1 is .
Denition 2.4 (ALD; pattern; permissible contexts of a rule). Let ⊥ =∈ 	 be the left=
right terminator. An associative language description (ALD) A is a ?nite collection of
triples (x; z; y), called rules, where x∈ (∪ ⊥)	∗; y∈	∗(⊥ ∪ ), and z ∈ (	∪{
})∗−
{
}. The string z is called the pattern of the rule (x; z; y) and the strings x and y are
called the permissible left=right contexts.
Shorthands: When a left=right context is irrelevant for a pattern, it is represented
by the empty string  or it is omitted. The new symbol  may be used to denote
the optionality of one occurrence of 
, that is to merge two rules (x; z′
z′′; y) and
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(x; z′z′′; y) into the rule (x; z′z′′; y). To improve readability, an alternative notation
for a rule (x; z; y) is x z y.
Moreover, if x z1 y; : : : ; x zn y are rules, then a shorthand is
x
z1
...
zn
y
Another useful shorthand is the following one: given two ?nite sets X and Y of
words, the notation X z Y denotes the set of rules: {(x; z; y) | x∈X; y∈Y}.
An ALD de?nes a set of constraints or test conditions that a stencil tree must satisfy,
in the following sense.
Denition 2.5 (Constituent matched by a rule; valid stencil tree). Let A be an ALD.
A constituent Ki of a stencil tree T is matched by a rule (x; z; y) of an ALD. A iI: (1)
z= (Ki), (2) x is a suJx of ⊥ left(Ki; T ), and (3) y is a pre?x of right(Ki; T ) ⊥. A
stencil tree T is valid for A iI each constituent Ki of T is matched by a rule of A.
Therefore, an ALD is a device for de?ning a set of stencil trees and a string language,
corresponding to their frontiers. This is not achieved by means of a derivation: the
validity of a stencil tree is determined by a test. Hence, an ALD is not a generative
grammar.
Denition 2.6 (Tree language and string language of an ALD). The (stencil) tree
language de?ned by an ALD A, denoted by TL(A), is the set of all stencil trees valid
for A.
The (string) language de?ned by an ALD A, denoted by L(A), is the set {x∈	∗ |
x= (T ) for some tree T ∈TL(A)}.
Example (ALD): The ALDs of some simple languages are shown; more complex ones
appear in Section 3:
1. The language {ancbn | n¿1} is de?ned by the ALD rules:
(⊥; a
b;⊥); (a; a
b; b); (a; c; b)
An example of valid tree for the word aacbb is shown in Fig. 2; in this case, every
rule of the ALD is applied exactly once. It is also possible to de?ne a simpler,
though equivalent, description of the same language with the same patterns but
simpler contexts:
(; a
b; ); (a; c; ):
Similarly, the language L′= {anbn | n¿1} is de?ned by the ALD {(; ab; )}.
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Fig. 2. A valid stencil tree for Example 1.
2. Obviously, all 1-variable CF languages are de?ned by ALDs. For instance, the Dyck
language D1 on the opening and closing parentheses (a; a′) is de?ned by the ALD
rules:
(; a
a′
; ); (; aa′; ); (; ; )
where all contexts are empty. The ALD may be compacted, using the shorthand ,
into (; aa′; ).
3. The phenomenon of ambiguity can occur in ALDs much as in CF grammars. With-
out formalizing it, we simply exhibit an ambiguous ALD. The following rules am-
biguously de?ne the Dyck language D1:
(; ; ); (; aa′; )
because a sentence like aa′aa′aa′ admits distinct tree structures.
4. It is not known whether all regular languages are ALD, but many of them are. For
instance, the language a+bc+ ∪ a+dc+ is de?ned by the ALD rules: (⊥; a
c;⊥),
(a; a
; c), (a; 
c; c), (a; b; c), (a; d; c).
3. Main properties and comparison with the CF family
In this section we show that the family of ALD languages is strictly included in the
CF one, yet it owns the hardest context-free language. To prove that certain languages
are not ALD we develop a lemma for replacing maximal subtrees of stencil trees, which
can be conveniently combined with the Pumping Lemma for CF languages. Then we
show that most closure properties no longer hold for the ALD family and that the ALD
languages form a hierarchy w.r.t. the length of the contexts.
Denition 3.1 (Degree; width of an ALD). For every ALD A and every rule (x; z; y)
∈A:
• the degree of the rule (x; z; y) is max(|x|; |y|), the maximum length of the permissible
left=right contexts;
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• the width of the rule (x; z; y) is |z|, the length of the pattern.
For an ALD A, the degree is the maximum degree and the width is the maximum
width of its rules.
Denition 3.2 (LCk; RCk ; FLk). LCk (Left Contexts) is the set: 	k ∪ (
⋃
06j6k−1⊥	j),
RCk (Right Contexts) is the set: 	k ∪ (
⋃
06j6k−1 	
j⊥) and FLk (First or Last) is the
set
⋃
06j6k 	
j.
Denition 3.3 (Homogenous and reduced ALD). An ALD A of degree k is homoge-
neous if A⊆ (LCk × (	∪
)∗ ×RCk); reduced if each rule matches some constituent,
in some valid tree.
Denition 3.4 (Structural equivalence). Two ALDSs A and A′ are said to be struc-
turally equivalent if they de?ne the same tree language, i.e., TL(A)=TL(A′).
The assumption that an ALD is homogeneous and reduced does not violate generality,
as shown by the following proposition.
Proposition 3.5 (Crespi Reghizzi [6]). For every ALD there exists a structurally equi-
valent; homogeneous and reduced ALD.
3.1. Inclusion of ALD in CF languages
We start by showing that for any ALD it is possible to construct a structurally
equivalent CF grammar, in the following sense.
Denition 3.6 (Structural equivalence between an ALD and a CF grammar). Given
a CF grammar G, let TL(G) be the set of derivation trees of G where each occurrence
of a nonterminal symbol is replaced by 
. An ALD A is structurally equivalent to a
G if TL(G)=TL(A).
For the construction of a grammar structurally equivalent to a given ALD, a few
de?nitions are needed. The extended alphabet 	′ stands for 	∪{⊥}. The notation∏n
i=j ai, where n¿1 and j¿1, denotes the concatenation ajaj+1 · · · an for j6n, the
empty string for j¿n.
Denition 3.7 (8rstk ; lastk ; leftk ; rightk). For every w∈	′∗; 8rstk(w) denotes the pre-
?x of length k of w if |w|¿k; otherwise it denotes w; lastk(w) is the suJx of w of
length k if |w|¿k; otherwise w. The two operators are extended to every stencil tree
T : 8rstk(T )= 8rstk((T )); lastk(T )= lastk((T )).
Let Z be a stencil tree and T be one of its maximal subtrees: leftk(T; Z)= lastk(left
(T; Z)); that is the left context of length k of T in Z . Symmetrically, rightk(T; Z)=8rstk
(right(T; Z)); that is the right context of length k of T in Z .
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Notice that the de?nitions given above on stencil trees can obviously be extended
also to context-free derivation trees (because the labels of the internal nodes are not
relevant). Hence, when useful we may apply the operators leftk ; lastk ; 8rstk ; rightk also
to derivation trees and their maximal subtrees.
To be able to prove properties of structural equivalence of ALD and CF grammars,
it is useful to extend the concept of validity of trees to validity in a context.
Denition 3.8 (Matching and validity in a context). Let u; v∈	′∗; and let A be an
ALD. A constituent Ki of a stencil tree T is matched in the context (u; v) by a rule
(x; z; y) of an ALD A iI (1) z= (Ki); (2) x is a suJx of u · left(Ki; T ); and (3) y is
a pre?x of right(Ki; T ) · v. A stencil tree T is valid in the context (u; v) for A iI each
constituent Ki of T is matched by a rule of A.
The tree language de?ned by an ALD A is then the set of all stencil trees valid for
A in the context (⊥;⊥).
Some simple properties of the above operators 8rstk and lastk and of validity of a
tree in a context are summarized here without proof.
Lemma 3.9. The following properties hold:
1: For all w∈	′∗; 8rstk(w)= 8rstk(8rstk(w)); lastk(w)= lastk(lastk(w)).
2: Let w1; w2; w3 ∈	′∗. Then: 8rstk(w1w2w3)= 8rstk(w1 8rstk(w2)w3); lastk(w1w2w3)
= lastk(w1lastk(w2)w3).
3: For all k¿0 and for all u; v∈	′∗; a stencil tree Z is valid for an ALD A in the
context (u; v) i9 the constituent at the root of Z is valid for A in (u; v) and each
maximal subtree T of Z is valid in the context (u · left(T; Z); right(T; Z) · v).
4: For all k¿0 and for all u; v∈	′∗; a stencil tree T is valid in the context (u; v);
for an ALD A of degree k; i9 it is valid for A in the context (lastk(u); 8rstk(v)).
The construction of a CF grammar structurally equivalent to an ALD; which is
formally de?ned in the proof of Lemma 3:12 below, is based on the idea of storing,
in the nonterminal names of the CF grammar, the left and right permissible contexts
of a rule. More precisely, to deal with the case of a pattern where the distance of two
occurrences of a 
 is less than the degree k of the ALD; it is necessary to store also the
strings corresponding to the 8rstk and the lastk of every maximal subtree, since such
values contribute to the de?nition of the contexts. Hence, every nonterminal is a 4-tuple:
〈leftk ; 8rstk ; lastk ; rightk〉. The de?nition of the equivalent CF grammar G is such that
for every stencil tree T valid in the context (u; v); 〈u; 8rstk(T ); lastk(T ); v〉⇒∗G (T ).
Example (A CF grammar for an ALD): Let A be the ALD:
⊥ a
b
a
c
⊥ a a
b b a a
c c a d
for the language {andbn | n¿1}∪ {andcn | n¿1}.
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Fig. 3. An ALD tree (at the left) and the corresponding CF derivation tree (at the right) for the word
aadbb.
There are very simple CF grammars for L(A); but, in order to illustrate De?ni-
tion 3.10 below, here we consider the CF grammar G=(VN ; 	; P; S); where the set
of nonterminal symbols is VN = {S}∪ (LC1×FL1×FL1×RC1) and P is the following
set of productions:
S → 〈⊥; a; b;⊥〉 | 〈⊥ a; c;⊥〉
〈⊥; a; b;⊥〉 → a〈a; a; b; b〉b | a〈a; d; d; b〉b
〈⊥; a; c;⊥〉 → a〈a; a; c; c〉 | a〈a; d; d; c〉c
〈a; a; b; b〉 → a〈a; a; b; b〉b | a〈a; d; d; b〉b
〈a; a; c; c〉 → a〈a; a; c; c〉c | a〈a; d; d; c〉c
〈a; d; d; b〉 → d
〈a; d; d; c〉 → d
Fig. 3 shows an example of derivation tree for G. The CF tree is ‘almost’ isomorphic
to the ALD tree: the two trees diIer not only in the labels but in one additional node
(a new root for the CF derivation tree). This additional node is not needed if we allow
a CF grammar to have more than one axiom. Hence, in the following we consider this
kind of trees to be structurally equivalent to ALD trees, slightly relaxing De?nition 3.6.
Denition 3.10 (Context-free grammar associated with an ALD). Let A be a homo-
geneous ALD of degree k¿0 on an alphabet 	. G=(VN ; 	; P; S) is the grammar asso-
ciated with A if the set of nonterminal symbols is VN = {S}∪ (LCk ×FLk ×FLk ×RCk)
and P is de?ned by the following clauses:
1. For every rule (x; z; y)∈A; with x∈LCk; y∈RCk; z ∈	∗; the production 〈x; 8rstk(z);
lastk(z); y〉 → z is in P.
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2. For every x∈LCk; y∈RCk; m¿1; w1; : : : ; wm; wm+1 ∈	∗; if
(
x;
m∏
i=1
(wi
)wm+1; y
)
∈ A
then for all f;f1; : : : ; fm; l; l1; : : : ; lm ∈FLk and for all x1; : : : ; xm ∈LCk; y1; : : : ; ym ∈RCk
the production:
〈x; f; l; y〉 →
m∏
i=1
(wi〈xi; fi; li; yi〉)wm+1
is in P iI all the following conditions hold:
(a) f= 8rstk(
∏m
i=1(wifi)wm+1);
(b) l= lastk(
∏m
i=1(wili)wm+1);
(c) for 16j6m; yj = 8rstk(
∏m
i=j+1(wifi)wm+1y) and xj = lastk(x
∏j−1
i=1 (wili)wj).
3. For all f; l∈FLk ; the production S → 〈⊥; f; l;⊥〉 is in P.
4. No other production is in P.
Lemma 3.11. Let G=(VN ; 	; P; S) be the grammar associated with an ALD A. Then;
for every 〈x; f; l; y〉 ∈VN − {S}:
(i) if 〈x; f; l; y〉⇒∗G z; z ∈	∗; then f= 8rstk(z); l= lastk(z).
(ii) if ⊥ S ⊥ ⇒∗G u〈x; f; l; y〉v then x= lastk(u); y= 8rstk(v).
Proof. (i) By induction on the number n¿1 of derivation steps. If n=1; case (i) is
obvious, since 〈x; 8rstk(z); lastk(z); y〉⇒G z by case (1) of De?nition 3.10. If n¿1;
then for some m¿1 let 〈x; f; l; y〉 → w1〈x1; f1; l1; y1〉 : : : wm〈xm; fm; lm; ym〉wm+1 be the
?rst production applied in the derivation of z. By induction hypothesis, for every i; 16i
6m; 〈xi; fi; li; yi〉⇒∗G zi; zi∈	∗; with fi=8rstk(zi); li= lastk(zi); z=w1z1 · · ·wmzmwm+1.
Hence, 8rstk(z)= 8rstk(w1z1 · · ·wmzmwm+1)= (by Lemma 3.9, part (2))= 8rstk(w1
8rstk(z1) · · ·wm 8rstk(zm)wm+1)= 8rstk(w1f1 · · ·wmfmwm+1)=f; which is Condition
(2a) of De?nition 3.10. Analogously, lastk(z)= l; which is Condition (2b).
(ii) We prove, by induction on n¿0; the more general statement that for every
〈x0; f0; l0; y0〉; 〈x; f; l; y〉∈VN−{S}; if 〈x0; f0; l0; y0〉⇒nG u〈x; f; l; y〉v then x= lastk(x0u);
y=8rstk(vy0). Part (ii) then follows, by Condition (3) of De?nition 3.10, taking x0 =y0 =
⊥: ⊥ S ⊥ ⇒G ⊥ 〈⊥; f0; l0;⊥〉 ⊥ ⇒n−1G u〈x; f; l; y〉v. The case n=0 is obvious. If n¿0;
in the derivation from 〈x0; f0; l0; y0〉; 〈x; f; l; y〉 is generated in a derivation step where
a production of the form 〈x′; f′; l′; y′〉 → w1〈x1; f1; l1; y1〉 · · ·wm〈xm; fm; lm; ym〉wm+1
is applied, with m¿1; where 〈x; f; l; y〉 is 〈xj; fj; lj; yj〉 for some j; 16j6m. Each
〈xh; fh; lh; yh〉; for h = j; 16h6m; derives a string zh ∈	∗. Hence, there exist u′; v′
such that the derivation of u〈x; f; l; y〉v may be factored as
〈x0; f0; l0; y0〉 ⇒∗G u′〈x′; f′; l′; y′〉v′ ⇒∗G
u′w1z1 · · ·wj−1zj−1wj〈xj; fj; lj; yj〉wj+1zj+1 · · ·wmzmwm+1v′ = u〈x; f; l; y〉v:
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By De?nition 3.10, part (2c), x= xj = lastk(x′w1l1 · · ·wj−1lj−1wj); and y=yj = 8rstk
(wj+1fj+1wj+2 · · ·wmfmwm+1y′). The induction hypothesis applies to 〈x0; f0; l0; y0〉:
〈x0; f0; l0; y0〉⇒∗G u′〈x′; f′; l′; y′〉v′: x′= lastk(x0u′); y′= 8rstk(v′y0).
Therefore,
lastk(x0u) = lastk(x0u′w1z1 · · ·wj−1zj−1wj)
= lastk(lastk(x0u′)w1lastk(z1) · · ·wj−1lastk(zj−1)wj)
= lastk(x′w1l1 · · ·wj−1lj−1wj) = xj:
Proposition 3.12. Every homogeneous ALD is structurally equivalent to its associated
CF grammar.
Proof. Let A be an ALD de?ned as in De?nition 3.10 and let G=(VN ; 	; P; S) be its
associated context-free grammar. We may assume that every 〈x; f; l; y〉 ∈VN − {S} is
reachable from S and it is usable (i.e., ∃u; v; w∈	∗ | S⇒∗G u〈x; f; l; y〉v⇒∗G uwv). Oth-
erwise, 〈x; f; l; y〉 does not contribute to the tree language of G and may be eliminated
from G along with all the productions where it is used. To show that G is structurally
equivalent to A; we ?rst prove by induction on n¿1 that for all x∈LCk; y∈RCk :
(1) for every stencil tree T; valid in the context (x; y) and of height n; there exists a
derivation tree of G structurally equivalent to T; with root 〈x; 8rstk(T ); lastk(T ); y〉.
(2) for all f; l∈FLk ; if 1 is a derivation tree of G of height n; with root 〈x; f; l; y〉;
then there exists a stencil tree T valid in the context (x; y) and that is structurally
equivalent to 1.
From part (1) it follows immediately that TL(A)⊆TL(G). From part (2), it follows
that TL(G)⊆TL(A) by considering roots of the form 〈⊥; f; l;⊥〉.
(1) If n=1; then T is composed of one constituent matched by a rule of the form
(x; z; y); for some z ∈	∗; with z= (T ). Hence, by clause (1) of the de?nition of
G; 〈x; 8rstk(z); lastk(z); y〉 → z is in P. If n¿1; let f= 8rstk(T ); l= lastk(T ) and let
(x; w1
w2
 · · ·wm
wm+1; y) be the ALD rule of A matching the constituent at the root
of T in the context (x; y); where m¿1 and w1; : : : ; wm+1 are in 	∗. Hence, there are
m subtrees of T : T1; : : : ; Tm (numbered from left to right), of height n− 1. For every
i; 16i6m; let xi = lastk(x · leftk(Ti; T )); yi = 8rstk(rightk(Ti; T ) · y); fi = 8rstk(Ti);
li = lastk(Ti): by Lemma 3.9, parts (3) and (4), each Ti; being a subtree of T; must be
valid in the context (xi; yi). By induction hypothesis, for each Ti there is a structurally
equivalent derivation tree 1i of G with root 〈xi; fi; li; yi〉. To show that there is also a
derivation tree 1; structurally equivalent to T; with root 〈x; f; l; y〉; it is enough to show
that in G there is a production 〈x; f; l; y〉 → w1〈x1; f1; l1; y1〉 · · ·wm〈xm; fm; lm; ym〉wm+1:
we have to show that conditions (2a)–(2c) of De?nition 3.10 hold. By Lemma 3.9,
part (2),
f=firstk(T ) = firstk((T ))
=firstk(w1(T1) · · ·wm(Tm)wm+1)
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=firstk(w1firstk((T1)) · · ·wmfirstk((Tm))wm+1)
=firstk(w1f1 · · ·wmfmwm+1):
Hence, Condition (2a) holds. Condition (2b) can be proved analogously. By
Lemma 3.9, parts (2) and (3), for every j; 16j6m:
xj = lastk(x · leftk(Tj; T ))
= lastk(x · w1(T1) · · ·wj−1(Tj−1)wj)
= (by Lemma 3:9; part (2))
= lastk(x · w1lastk((T1)) · · ·wj−1lastk((Tj−1))wj)
= lastk(x · w1l1 · · ·wj−1lj−1wj):
Analogously for yj. Hence also Condition (2c) holds.
(2) If n=1; the derivation corresponding to 1 is of the form 〈x; f; l; y〉⇒G z; for
some z ∈	∗. By De?nition 3.10, part (1), (x; z; y)∈A; with f= 8rstk(z); l= lastk(z).
The tree T is made of just one constituent matched by (x; z; y) in the context (x; y);
and hence it is valid in (x; y). If n¿1; the production at the root of 1 is of the form
〈x; f; l; y〉 → w1〈x1; f1; l1; y1〉 · · ·wm〈xm; fm; lm; ym〉wm+1
with m¿1; every wi ∈	∗ and every 〈xi; fi; li; yi〉 ∈Vn − {S}; 16i6m. Hence, there
exists an ALD rule (x; w1
w2
 · · ·wm
wm+1; y)∈A. By induction hypothesis, for every
subtree 1j of 1; with root 〈xj; fj; lj; yj〉; there exists a structurally equivalent stencil tree
Tj valid in the context (xj; yj). Let T be the following stencil tree: at the root of T;
there is a constituent K matched, in the context (x; y); by (x; w1
w2
 · · ·wm
wm+1; y);
each tree Ti is a subtree of T; and its root is the ith occurrence of 
 (from left to
right) in the constituent K . Clearly, T is structurally equivalent to 1. We show that
T is also valid in the context (x; y). For this, it is enough to show that each Tj is
also valid in the context (lastk(x · left(Tj; T )); 8rstk(rightk(Tj; T ) · y)): in this case, by
Lemma 3.9, parts (3) and (4), and by Condition (2c) of De?nition 3.10 T is valid in
the context (x; y).
lastk(x · left(Tj; T ))
= lastk(xw1(T1) · · ·wj−1(Tj−1)wj)
= lastk(xw1lastk((T1)) · · ·wj−1lastk((Tj−1))wj)
= lastk(xw1l1 · · ·wj−1lj−1wj)
= xj:
Similarly, it can be proved that 8rstk(right(Tj; T ) · y)=yj. But, by induction hy-
pothesis, each Tj is valid in the context (xj; yj).
Corollary 3.13. Every ALD is structurally equivalent to a CF grammar.
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3.2. A tool to prove that certain CF languages are not ALD
The next property permits to interchange two subtrees provided they have similar
pro?les. This lemma has for ALD a role similar to the traditional Pumping Lemma for
CF languages, allowing the proof that certain languages are not ALD.
Proposition 3.14 (Swapping Lemma). Let A be an ALD of degree k¿0 and let Z
and Z ′ be two valid trees of A; not necessarily distinct. Suppose that there exist two
maximal subtrees T of Z and T ′ of Z ′ such that
leftk(T; Z)= leftk(T
′; Z ′); rightk(T; Z)= rightk(T
′; Z ′); lastk(T )= lastk(T ′); 8rstk(T )
= 8rstk(T
′).
Then also the stencil tree Z ′′ obtained from Z by replacing the subtree T with the
subtree T ′ is a valid tree of A.
Proof. Consider the grammar G associated with A (De?nition 3.10). There is a one-to-
one correspondance among stencil trees of A valid in a context in LCk ×RCk and the
derivation trees of G. Let T; T ′; Z and Z ′ be stencil trees of A verifying the conditions of
the lemma, and let [T ]; [T ′]; [Z] and [Z ′] be the corresponding derivation trees of G. By
Lemmas 3.11 and 3:12, the root of [T ] is 〈leftk(T; Z); 8rstk(T ); lastk(T ); rightk(T; Z)〉
and the root of [T ′] is 〈leftk(T ′; Z ′); 8rstk(T ′); lastk(T ′); rightk(T; Z ′)〉. Hence, [T ] and
[T ′] have the same root: in [Z] it is possible to replace [T ] with [T ′].
Proof (Application of the Swapping Lemma): To give an example of a simple ap-
plication of Proposition 3.14, let Lc be the language {ancbnc | n¿1} and Ld be the
language {andbnd | n¿1}. The two languages can be de?ned with the following ALDs
Ac and Ad; respectively:
Ac = {(⊥; 

bc;⊥); (; 

b; b); (; c; b); (; a; c); (; a; a)};
Ad = {(⊥; a

d;⊥); (a; a

; ); (a; d; ); (d; b; ); (b; b; )}:
However, the ALD A=Ac ∪Ad is such that Lc ∪Ld ( L(A). For instance, swapping
occurs between the two trees shown in Fig. 4. Hence, the word aadbbc∈L(A).
We recall here two traditional statements of formal language theory, the Pumping
Lemma and the Ogden Lemma, in the versions given in [12], because they can be
usefully combined with the Swapping Lemma.
Lemma 3.15 (Pumping Lemma). For any in8nite CF language L there exists an in-
teger m¿0 such that any word z ∈L with |z|¿m may be factored as z= xuwvy such
that
• |uv|¿0;
• |uwv|6m;
• for every i¿0; xuiwviy∈L.
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Fig. 4. Swapping between two stencil trees for the ALD A=Ac ∪Ab: the two subtrees included in the dashed
ellipses have the same contexts of length one.
Lemma 3.16 (Ogden Lemma). For any in8nite CF language L there exists an integer
m¿0 such that if z ∈L; with |z|¿m; and we mark any m or more positions of z as
distinguished then z may be factored as xuwvy such that
• u and v together have at least one distinguished position;
• uwv has at most m distinguished positions;
• for every i¿0; xuiwviy∈L.
Corollary 3.17. If z and z′ are two words (not necessarily distinct) of an ALD lan-
guage L of degree k¿0; the factorizations z= xuwvy and z′= x′u′w′v′y′ satisfy the
conditions of the Ogden Lemma or of the Pumping Lemma; and for some i; j¿0:
1: 8rstk(u
iwvi)=firstk(u′
jw′v′j);
2: lastk(uiwvi)= lastk(u′
jw′v′j);
3: 8rstk(y)=firstk(y
′);
4: lastk(x)= lastk(x′);
then the word z′′= xu′jw′v′jy is in L.
Proof. Let G be the CF grammar associated with the ALD for L. The Pumping Lemma
and the Ogden Lemma are based on the fact that uwv is the frontier of a maximal
subtree T of the derivation tree Z of z. Analogously for u′w′v′; T ′; Z ′; z′. Because of
the one-to-one correspondence between the derivation trees in G and the stencil trees
of A valid in a context, the trees T; Z; T ′; Z ′ can be considered trees of A valid in a
context (by replacing every nonterminal symbol with the symbol 
, and by using the
?rst and the last components of the root as a context). Apply the Swapping Lemma
to A by replacing T with T ′ in Z .
We notice that, in the above corollary and in the Swapping Lemma, z and z′ need
not be distinct. We can now show that certain CF languages are not ALD, in order to
prove the strict inclusion of ALD in the CF languages and various nonclosure properties
of ALD.
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Proposition 3.18. The family of ALD languages is strictly included in the family of
CF languages.
Proof. We show that the (nondeterministic) CF language L=L′ ∪L′′= {ancbnc | n¿1}
∪ {andbnd | n¿1} is not in ALD.
By contradiction, let A be an ALD of degree k such that L=L(A).
Apply the Pumping Lemma to L: let m¿0 be the constant of the Pumping Lemma
and let ancbnc and andbnd be two words, for n¿3km. Then, ancbnc and andbnd may
be factorized respectively as xuwvy and x′u′w′v′y′, with the two factorizations veri-
fying the conditions of the Pumping Lemma. Consider the word of L: z= xukwvky:
since n¿3km and |uwv|¡m, it is |ukwvk |¡n. Because of the nature of the language
L; ukwvk = apcbq, for some p and q, with k6p6km and k6q6km (being |uwv|¡m),
and x= an−p and y= bn−qc, with |x|¿k and |y|¿k (being p6km, n − p¿3km −
km¿k).
Clearly, ?rstk(ukwvk)= ak , lastk(ukwvk)= bk , ?rstk(y)= bk , ?rstk(x)= ak .
Consider now the word of L: z′= x′u′kw′v′ky′. By applying analogous considerations,
it follows that we can ?nd that u′kw′v′k = ap
′
dbq
′
, for some p′ and q′, x′= an−p
′
and y′= bn−q
′
d, with k6p′6km and k6q′6km, and |x′|¿k, |y′|¿k; moreover,
?rstk(u′
kw′v′k)= ak , lastk(u′
kw′v′k)= bk , ?rstk(y′)= bk , ?rstk(x′)= ak .
Apply Corollary 3.17 to z and z′, obtaining a word z′′= xu′kw′v′ky= an−p+p
′
c
bn−q+q
′
d. This word cannot be in L.
3.3. Nonclosure properties of ALD
Corollary 3.19. The ALD family is not closed under union.
Proof. It follows from the proof of Proposition 3.18, since L′ and L′′ are easily de?ned
by ALDs.
Corollary 3.20. The ALD family is not closed under (alphabetic; nonerasing) homo-
morphism.
Proof. Let L be the language {ancbnc | n¿1}∪ {andend | n¿1}. L is de?ned by the
following ALD:
{(⊥; a
bc;⊥); (a; a
b; b); (a; c; b); (⊥; a
ed;⊥); (a; a
e; e)(a; d; e)}
Let h be the homomorphism: h(a)= a; h(b)= b; h(c)= c; h(d)=d; h(e)= b. Then
h(L) is the language {ancbnc | n¿1}∪ {andbnd | n¿1}, which in Proposition 3.18 has
been proven not to be an ALD.
Proposition 3.21. The following non-closure properties hold:
1: The ALD family is not closed under concatenation.
2: The ALD family is not closed under Kleene star.
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Proof. Let L= {anban(aa)+ | n¿1}. L is de?ned by the ALD:
{(⊥; a
a
;⊥); (a; a
a; a); (a; b; a); (a; aa;⊥)}
To prove part (1), we show that L · L ∈ALD. Suppose L · L is L(A) for an ALD A
of some degree k¿1. Let z= anbana2panbana2p ∈L(A) such that n and p are greater
than 2(k + m) · width(A), where m is the constant of the Ogden Lemma applied to
L and width(A) is the width of the ALD A (De?nition 3.1). Mark as distinguished
every position in the leftmost group anban and apply the Ogden Lemma (using a CF
grammar G structurally equivalent to A): z= xuwvy, where uwv is arbar
′
for some
r; r′¿0. We can assume that r and r′ are greater than k (otherwise consider as z
the word xukwvky). Analogously, mark as distinguished the positions of the rightmost
group anban: z = x′u′w′v′y′ with u′w′v′= atbat
′
, for some t; t′¿k. All of the strings
x; x′; y; y′; uwv; u′w′v′ have ?rstk and lastk equal to ak . Hence, there exists a string
s∈ a+, with |s|¿2p + 2(n − m)¿8(k + m) · width(A), and s such that z can be rep-
resented as xuwvsu′w′v′y′= an−rarbar
′
satbat
′
an−t
′
. We notice that uwv and u′w′v′ are
the frontiers of two subtrees T; T ′ of the tree Z of z. Moreover, the length of the
right-hand part of a production of G cannot be larger than width(A): in Z there is no
node that can be the father of the root of T , of the root of T ′ and of all the leaves in
s. Hence, there exists a subtree W of Z such that
1. W has no node in common with T and T ′;
2. the frontier of W is a substring of s;
3. leftk(W; Z)= rightk(W; Z)= lastk(W )=?rstk(W )= a
k .
Hence, the Swapping Lemma may be applied: the string z′′ obtained by replacing the
subtree T with the subtree W is in L(A). But z′′ is a string of the form a+anbana2p⊂
a+ba+: z′′ is not in L(A)=L · L⊂ a+ba+ba+: a contradiction. Part (2) follows imme-
diately, too: by replacing both T and T ′ in Z with W , we obtain a string in a+ which
cannot be in L∗.
Proposition 3.22. The ALD family is not closed under intersection with regular lan-
guages.
Proof. Let L be the non-ALD language {ancbnc | n¿1}∪ {andbnd | n¿1} used in the
proof of Proposition 3.18, and let L1 be the ALD language {anxbny | n¿1∧x; y∈{c; d}}.
L1 is generated by the ALD: {(⊥; a
bc;⊥); (⊥; a
bd;⊥); (a; a
b; b)(a; c; b); (a; d; b)}.
But L=L1 ∩ (a∗cb∗c∪ a∗db∗d). Hence, the ALD family cannot be closed under in-
tersection with regular languages.
Proposition 3.23. The ALD family is not closed under complementation.
Proof. Let L1 be the following language:
L1 = {ban1ban2b : : : ank b | k¿2; n1 ¿ 0; : : : ; nk ¿ 0 ∧ ∃j; 16j ¡ k; nj¿nj+1}:
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L1 is generated by the following ALD:
⊥ ba
ab ⊥ a
a
a
a

b
a ⊥ 
a
b
a ⊥ 
a b a a

b
⊥
b a
 ⊥
Hence, L1 is also a CF language. To prove that the family of ALD languages is
not closed under complementation, it is enough to show that the complement of L1,
denoted by ¬L1, is not a CF language (and hence not an ALD). By closure of CF
languages under intersection with regular languages, if ¬L1 were CF , also the language
L2 =¬L1 ∩ ba+ba+ba+b would be CF . It is easy to see that L2 is
{ban1ban2ban3b | 0 ¡ n1 ¡ n2 ¡ n3}:
It is a simple application of the Ogden Lemma to show that L2 is not CF and hence
not an ALD.
A philosophical remark: A common prejudice we wish to question is that any family
of languages not closed under union or concatenation is practically useless. Actually,
the study of the evolution of natural languages provides evidence to the contrary: the
addition of new constructs that are similar to existing ones and could cause confusion,
causes their disappearance from the language. But also the older arti?cial languages,
though much simpler, exhibit the same phenomenon. Each revision and extension of
a language such as Fortran was severely constrained, in the choice of the syntactic
constructs to be added to the language, by the requirement of “upper-compatibility”.
In conclusion, any practical language should not be viewed as the union of unrelated
and independent sublanguages, but as a harmonious whole. A further con?rmation is
that the contextual grammars [14], a powerful, rich family of “pure” devices proposed
for describing natural languages, are also rarely closed under basic operations.
3.4. A Hierarchy of ALD languages
The degree classi?es the ALD family into a hierarchy. Let ALDD=k , k¿0, be the
subfamily of ALD having degree k.
Proposition 3.24. For all k¿1 there exists a language which is in ALDD=k but not
in ALDD=k−1.
Proof. Let k¿1 and let {a; b; c} be an alphabet. For every i; 06i6k, let Li = {(ak−i
bai)ncn | n¿1}. Notice that each Li can also be described as {ak−i(bak)n−1baicn |n¿1}.
Let L=
⋃
06i6k Li. Then
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(1) We claim that L∈ALDD=k . Let Ai, 06i6k, be the following ALD of degree k:
1 : ⊥ ak−ibaic ⊥ 2 : ak−i−1bai ak−ibaic 
Ai generates exactly Li: rule (1) can be used only once at the root of the derivation
tree, while rule (2) may be iterated. Rule (2) of each Ai has a diIerent left context
from any rule in Aj for i = j: ak−i−1bai for Ai, ak−j−1baj for Aj. Hence, the
ALD A=
⋃
06i6k Ai generates exactly L, since the rules cannot interfere.
(2) We claim that L ∈ALDD=k−1. This can be proven by Corollary 3.17. First, apply
the Pumping Lemma to L: let z0; z1; : : : ; zk be words of L such that: (i) |zi| is
much greater than the constant p of the Pumping Lemma; (ii) zi ∈Li. By applying
the Pumping Lemma to each zi, zi is factored as xiuiwiviyi, with the factorization
verifying the statement of the lemma. Moreover, xi and yi are of length greater
than k, if zi has been selected long enough (since |uiwivi|¡p). We notice that the
set {lastk−1(xi) | 06i6k} must be included in the set {ak−2b; ak−3ba; : : : ; abak−3;
bak−2; ak−1}, which has exactly k elements since it is the set: {ak−2−qbaq | 06q6
k − 2}∪ {ak−1}. Since we selected k + 1 words zi, there are two words, say zn
and zh, n = h, such that lastk−1(xn)= lastk−1(xh). There are two cases:
(a) lastk−1(xn)= ak−2−qbaq, for some q, 06q6k − 2;
(b) lastk−1(xn)= ak−1.
Consider ?rst case (a). Then there is m¿0 such that zn is of the form
(ak−nban)+ak−nbaq︸ ︷︷ ︸
xn
(ak−qbaq)m︸ ︷︷ ︸
un
(ak−qbaq)∗an−qc∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
wn
(c)m︸︷︷︸
vn
(c)+︸︷︷︸
yn
Similarly, for zh there is g¿0 such that zh is of the form
(ak−hbah)+ak−hbaq︸ ︷︷ ︸
xh
(ak−qbaq)g︸ ︷︷ ︸
uh
(ak−qbaq)∗ah−qc∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
wh
(c)g︸︷︷︸
vh
(c)+︸︷︷︸
yh
We may assume that m¿k and g¿k (otherwise instead of zn or zh consider the
words xnunkwnvnkyn and xhuhkwhvhkyh). Hence, also firstk−1(unwnvn)=firstk−1
(uhwhvh). By Corollary 3.17, we can substitute uhwhvh for unwnvn, obtaining a
word z′ of the form
(ak−nban)+ak−nbaq︸ ︷︷ ︸
xn
(ak−qbaq)g︸ ︷︷ ︸
uh
(ak−qbaq)∗ah−qc∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
wh
(c)g︸︷︷︸
vh
(c)+︸︷︷︸
yn
Hence, z′ is of the form ak−nb(akb)+agc+, which is not in L since n = g (being
n6k¡g). Case (b) is treated similarly: zn is of the form
(ak−nban)+ak−n︸ ︷︷ ︸
xn
(bak)m︸ ︷︷ ︸
un
(bak)∗banc∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
wn
(c)m︸︷︷︸
vn
(c)+︸︷︷︸
yn
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Similarly for zh:
(ak−hbah)+ak−h︸ ︷︷ ︸
xh
(bak)g︸ ︷︷ ︸
uh
(bak)∗bahc∗︸ ︷︷ ︸
wh
(c)g︸︷︷︸
vh
(c)+︸︷︷︸
yh
By Corollary 3.17, replacing in zn the substring unwnvn with uhwhvh we obtain a
word z′ of the form
(ak−nban)+ak−n(bak)+bahc+
which cannot be in L since n = h.
Since both cases bring to a contradiction with the Swapping Lemma, part (2)
is proved.
3.5. Parsing of ALD
The next result is a piece of evidence that the adequacy of the CF family is not
impaired by restricting it to the ALD capacity.
Denition 3.25 (Hardest context-free language H [10]; from Section 10:5 of [11]).
Let D2 be the semi-Dyck Set 2 on {a1; a2; a′1; a′2}, 	= {a1; a2; a′1; a′2; b; c; }, d =∈	. Then
H is
{} ∪
{
n∏
i=1
xicyiczid | n¿1; y1y2 · · ·yn ∈ bD2; xi; zi ∈ 	∗
}
To prove that H is indeed an ALD, two auxiliary de?nitions and a lemma are useful.
Denition 3.26 (Contexts of the nonterminals of a CF grammar). Let G=(VN ; 	;
P; S) be a CF grammar and k¿0 be an integer. For every X ∈VN , Conk(X ) is the set:
{(x; y) | (x; y) ∈ LCk × RCk ∧ ∃u; v ∈ (	∪ ⊥)∗;∃z ∈ 	∗ :
⊥ S ⊥⇒∗G uxXyv⇒∗G uxzyv}
Denition 3.27 (Operator form of CF grammars). Let G=(VN ; 	; P; S) be a CF
grammar and k¿0 be an integer.
• G is said to be in operator form of length k iI for every X; Y ∈
VN , for every w∈	∗, every production of P with right-hand side of the form
(	∪VN )∗XwY (	∪VN )∗ is such that |w|¿k.
• G is said to be in disjoint operator form of length k if and only if:
1. G is in operator form of length k;
2. Conk(X ) = ∅ for all X ∈VN ;
3. For all X; Y ∈VN , with X =Y , Conk(X )∩Conk(Y )= ∅.
2 D2 is the language generated by the grammar S→ a1Sa′1S | a2Sa′2S | .
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If a grammar is in operator form of length k, then every two occurrences of a
nonterminal are separated by at least k terminal symbols.
Notice that a disjoint operator form grammar G must be copy-free, i.e., in G there are
no productions of the form X →Y , because otherwise Conk(X )∩Conk(Y ) = ∅. More-
over, G has no useless or unreachable nonterminal X , because otherwise Conk(X )= ∅.
A disjoint operator form grammar of length k can always be transformed into an
equivalent ALD of degree k, as shown in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.28. Let k¿0 be an integer and let G=(VN ; 	; P; S) be a disjoint operator
form grammar of length k. Let h : VN ∪	→
∪	 be the homomorphism de8ned by
h(a)= a for a∈	; h(X )=
 for X ∈VN . Let A be the following homogeneous ALD
of degree k:
{(x; w; y) | ∃X ∈ VN ; z ∈ (VN ∪ VT )∗: X → z ∈ P′; w = h(z); (x; y) ∈ Conk(X )}:
Then; A is structurally equivalent to G.
Proof. Let V ′N =LCk ×FLk ×FLk ×RCk ∪{S}. Let G′=(V ′N ; 	; P′; S) be the CF gram-
mar associated with A. We claim that G is structurally equivalent to G′ (and, therefore,
also to A by Proposition 3.12).
Proof of (TL(G)⊆TL(G′)). The condition that G is in operator form is not necessary
for this part: it is enough that G has pairwise disjoint Conk sets. We show by induction
on n¿1, that for every X ∈VN , for every derivation tree 1 of G, of height n and
with root X , and for every 〈x; f; l; y〉 such that (x; y) ∈ Conk(X ) and f= 8rstk(1),
l= lastk(1), there exists a derivation tree 1′ of G′, with root 〈x; f; l; y〉 and structurally
equivalent to G. If n=1 then 1 is a tree resulting from the application of a production
of the form X → z, with X ∈VN ; z ∈	∗. Hence, by construction, in A there is the
rule (x; z; y) for every x; y such that (x; y)∈Conk(X ). By de?nition, in G′ there is
the production 〈x; 8rstk(z); lastk(z); y〉→ z. If n¿1, 1 has at its root an application of
a production of the form X →w1X1 · · ·wmXmwm+1, for some m¿1, X; X1; : : : ; Xm ∈VN ,
w1; : : : ; wm+1 ∈	∗. Each Xi is the root of a subtree 1i of 1, to which the induction
hypothesis applies: for every 〈xi; fi; li; yi〉 such that (xi; yi) ∈ Conk(Xi) fi = 8rstk(1i),
li = lastk(8i), there is a derivation tree 8i of G′ structurally equivalent to 1i, with
root 〈xi; fi; li; yi〉. Let f= 8rstk(1) and l= lastk(1). By construction of A, for every
x∈LCk; y∈RCk such that 〈x; f; l; y〉 ∈Conk(X ), the rule: (x; w1
 · · ·wm
wm+1; y) is
in A. To show that the corresponding production is in P′ we have to show that for
every x and y as above Conditions (2a)–(2c) of De?nition 3.10 hold.
f= 8rstk(1)
= 8rstk(w1(11) · · ·wm(1m)wm+1) = (by induction hypothesis)
= 8rstk(w1(81) · · ·wm(8m)wm+1) = (by Lemma 3:9; part (2))
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= 8rstk(w18rstk((81)) · · ·wm8rstk((8m))wm+1) = (by Lemma 3:11; (i))
= 8rstk(w1f1 · · ·wmfmwm+1):
Analogously, l= lastk(w1f1 · · ·wmfmwm+1). Hence, f and l verify conditions (2a) and
(2b) of De?nition 3.10.
For every j, 16j6m, a derivation corresponding to 1 is:
X ⇒∗G w1(11) · · ·wj−1(1j−1)wjXjwj+1(1j+1) · · ·wm(1m)wm+1 ⇒∗G (1):
Let
xj = lastk(xw1(11) · · ·wj−1(1j−1)wj);
yj = 8rstk(wj+1(1j+1)wj+2 · · ·wm(1m)wm+1y):
By Lemma 3.9, parts (1) and (2), and by induction hypothesis, it is immediate to
verify that
xj = lastk(xw1l1 · · ·wj−1lj−1wj); yj = 8rstk(wj+1fj+1wj+2 · · ·wmfmwm+1y):
Hence, also Condition (2c) is veri?ed.
Proof of (TL(G′)⊆TL(G)): For every (x; y)∈LCk ×RCk , let [(x; y)] denote the unique
nonterminal of VN such that (x; y)∈Conk([(x; y)]). Suppose that every nonterminal of
V ′N is usable and reachable (useless or unreachable nonterminals may always be elim-
inated from G′ without changing the language). We show by induction on n¿1, that
for every 〈x; f; l; y〉 ∈V ′N − {S}, for every derivation tree 1′ of G′ of height n, with
root 〈x; f; l; y〉, there exists a derivation tree 1, structurally equivalent to 1′, with root
[(x; y)]. If n=1, then the derivation corresponding to 1′ is 〈x; f; l; y〉 ⇒G z, for some
z ∈	∗ such that 8rstk(z)=f, lastk(z)= l. Hence, in A there is the rule (x; z; y). Since
h−1(z)= z, in G there is a production X → z, with (x; y)∈Conk(X ). If n¿1, it is
enough to show that if 〈x; f; l; y〉→w1〈x1; f1; l1; y1〉 · · ·wm〈xm; fm; lm; ym〉wm+1, m¿1,
is the production p′ applied at the root of 1′, then in P there is at least a pro-
duction p of the form [(x; y)]→w1[(x1; y1)] · · ·wm[(x1; y1)]wm+1. If this is the case,
in fact, by applying the induction hypothesis, we can build the tree 1. Since G is
in operator form of length k, so it is G′. Hence, p′ is such that |wi|¿k for every
i, w6i6m: x1 = lastk(xw1), xi = lastk(wi), 26i6m, yj = 8rstk(wj+1), 16j6m − 1
ym= 8rstk(wm+1y). In P, there is a production of type X →w1X1 · · ·wmXmwm+1, for
some X1; : : : ; Xm ∈VN , otherwise p′ could not be in P′. For every i, 16i6m, there ex-
ists zi ∈	∗ such that Xi ⇒∗G zi, because in G there are no useless nonterminals. More-
over, since in G there are no unreachable nonterminals and (x; y)∈Conk(X ), there
exist u; v∈ (	∪ ⊥ )∗ such that ⊥ S ⊥⇒∗G uxXyv ⇒G uxw1X1 · · ·wmXmwm+1yv ⇒∗G
uxw1z1 · · ·wmzmwm+1yv. Therefore, every Xj; 26j6m−1 must be such that (wj; wj+1)
∈Conk(Xj), while (lastk(xw1); 8rstk(w2))∈Conk(X1) and (lastk(wm); 8rstk(wm+1y))∈
Conk(Xm). Hence, for every j; 16j6m; (wj; wj+1)= (xj; yj): each Xj is [(xj; yj)].
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Proposition 3.29. The hardest CF language H is an ALD language.
Proof. Let G1 = (	∪{d}; {S; X; Y; Z}; S; P1) be a CF grammar, where P1 is composed
of the following productions:
S → XbYcZd | 
Y → cZdXY |YcZdX |  |YY | a1Ya′1 | a2Ya′2
X → Zc
Z →  | bZ | cZ | a1Z | a2Z | a′1Z | a′2Z
G1, described in Section 8.4 of [17], generates H . However, G1 is not in operator
form, because in a production there is an occurrence of XY and in another production
there is an occurrence of YY . G1 can be transformed into a grammar G2 in operator
form of length 1, without changing the (string) language. Eliminate the nonterminal X ,
by expanding X in the right-hand side of every production with Zc, and eliminating
X →Zc: this replaces the pair XY with ZcY . To eliminate the pair YY , the produc-
tions for Y can be replaced by the productions: Y → a1Ya′1Y , Y → a2Ya′2Y , Y → ,
Y → cZdZcY , Y →YcZdZc. The resulting set of productions is
S → ZcbYcZd | 
Y → cZdZcY |YcZdZc |  | a1Ya′1Y | a2Ya′2Y
Z →  | bZ | cZ | a1Z | a2Z | a′1Z | a′2Z
G2 is not in disjoint operator form of length 1, because Con1(Z)∩Con1(Y ) is not
empty (for instance, consider (b; c): it is in Con1(Z)∩Con1(Y ), since S⇒G2 ZcbYcZd
⇒G2 bZcbYcZd). We introduce two new nonterminals, Z1 and Z2, and de?ne the gram-
mar G=(	∪{d}; {S; Y; Z1; Z2}; S; P) where P is the following set:
{S → Z1cbYcZ2d | }
∪ {Z1 → Z1p; Z1 →  |p ∈ 	}
∪ {Z2 → pZ2; Z2 →  |p ∈ 	}
∪ {Y → a1Ya′1Y; Y → a2Ya′2Y; Y → ; Y → cZ2dZ1cY; Y → YcZ2dZ1c}:
G is still (weakly) equivalent to G2 and it is such that
Con1(S) = {(⊥;⊥)};
Con1(Z1) = {(⊥; p) |p ∈ 	} ∪ {(d; p) |p ∈ 	};
Con1(Z2) = {(p; d) |p ∈ 	};
Con1(Y ) = 	× 	:
Hence, the Con1 sets of the nonterminals of G are pairwise disjoint: by Lemma 3.28,
there is an ALD structurally equivalent to G.
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Following the construction of the previous proof, an ALD for H is the following
set:
{(⊥; 
cb
c
d;⊥); (⊥; ;⊥)}
∪ ⋃
p;q∈	
{(d; 
p; q); (⊥; 
p; q); (d; ; q); (⊥; ; q)}
∪ ⋃
p;q∈	
{(q; p
; d); (q; ; d)}
∪ ⋃
p;q∈	
{(p; a1
a′1
; q); (p; a2
a′2
; q); (p; c
d
c
; q);
(p;
c
d
c; q); (p; ; q)}:
Corollary 3.30. The problem of parsing ALD languages has the same worst-case com-
plexity of parsing CF languages.
Proof. Parsing a CF language is in general at least as hard as parsing of H [11].
Since every CF language can be expressed as an inverse alphabetic homomorphism
of the language H (Section 10:5 of [11]) and the family of ALD languages is strictly
included in the family of CF languages, we have the following additional nonclosure
result:
Corollary 3.31. The family of ALD is not closed under inverse alphabetic homomor-
phism.
A remark on deterministic parsing. ALD includes both deterministic and nondetermin-
istic CF languages. Deterministic ALD subclasses could be easily de?ned and parsing
algorithms for ALD could be obtained by some changes to the traditional bottom-up
algorithms (LR(k) or precedence).
3.6. Basic undecidability results
Every property that is decidable for CF languages is obviously decidable for ALD. It
is not yet clear whether all undecidable properties for CF are also undecidable for ALD.
Here, we limit ourselves to show that ambiguity for an arbitrary ALD and emptiness
of the intersection of ALDs are undecidable. The proof is a simple variation of that of
[12] for the undecidability of ambiguity of CF languages.
Proposition 3.32. It is undecidable whether
(1) an arbitrary ALD is ambiguous;
(2) the intersection of two arbitrary ALDs is empty.
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Proof. Let W =w1; w2; : : : ; wn and X = x1; x2; : : : ; xn be two lists of n¿1 non empty
words over a ?nite alphabet 	. Let q; p1; p2; : : : ; pn be symbols not in 	. Let AW be
the ALD:
{(⊥; 
q;⊥)} ∪ {(; wi
qpi; q) | 16i6n} ∪ {(; wipi; q) | 16i6n}
and let AX be the ALD:
{(; xi
piq; p) | 16i6n; p = q} ∪ {(; xipiq; p) | 16i6n; p = q}:
AX and AW are clearly unambiguous, since the symbols ⊥; p1; p2; : : : ; pn uniquely de-
termine the rules used. Moreover,
L(AW ) = {wi1wi2 · · ·wimpimqpim−1q · · ·pi1q |m¿1}
and
L(AX ) = {xi1xi2 · · ·wimpimqpim−1q · · ·pi1q |m¿1}:
(1) The ALD AW ∪AX generates the language L(AW )∪L(AX ), because for every
valid tree TW in the tree language of AW , q is the only possible right context of a
constituent (apart from the constituent at the root, with right context ⊥), while for every
valid tree TX in the tree language of AX , q is the only forbidden right context. Hence, no
rule of AW may match a constituent in TX , and no rule of AX may match a constituent
in TW . We claim that AW ∪AX is ambiguous if and only if there exists a sequence of
m¿1 integers i1; i2; : : : ; im such that wi1wi2 · · ·wim = xi1xi2 · · · xim . The latter is an instance
(W;X ) of the well-known Post Correspondence Problem (PCP), which is undecidable.
Hence, if the claim holds, ambiguity for ALD is undecidable as well, since every
instance (W;X ) of the PCP can be reduced to the veri?cation of ambiguity of the ALD
AW ∪AX . Assume that AW ∪AX is ambiguous. Then, the ambiguity must reside in the
fact that the same word is in L(AW ) and in L(AX ), since AW and AX are unambiguous.
Hence, there is m¿1 such that the word is of the form wi1wi2 · · ·wimpimqpim−1q · · ·pi1q
and of the form xi1xi2 · · · ximpimqpim−1q · · ·pi1q. Therefore, this instance of the PCP has
a solution. Conversely, suppose that the instance (W;X ) of the PCP has a solution,
say i1; i2; : : : ; im. Then there is a word wi1wi2 · · ·wimpimqpim−1q · · ·pi1q in L(AW ) that
equals the word xi1xi2 · · · ximpimqpim−1q · · ·pi1q in L(AX ).
(2) From the proof of part (1), it is obvious that L(AW )∩L(AX ) is empty if, and
only if, the instance (W;X ) of the PCP has no solution. Hence, also the emptiness of
the intersection is undecidable.
4. Noncounting property
This section focuses on the noncounting (NC) property that is generally viewed as
a linguistic universal of human linguistic behaviour, 3 for both natural and arti?cial
3 Modulo-counting is on the other hand important in other forms of human behaviour such as music,
poetry and arithmetics.
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languages. The results relate ALD with noncounting CF languages, showing that ALD
stencil tree languages enjoy the noncounting property. This con?rms the ?rst motivation
stated in the introduction.
DiIerent notions of noncounting have been proposed in the past for (i) regular
string languages [15], (ii) CF parenthesized languages, and (iii) tree languages [8].
Given that ALD are a “pure” de?nition coping with stencil tree structures, the most
natural comparison is with (ii), since parenthesized strings are isomorphic to stencil
trees.
We prove the inclusion of the ALD tree languages family in the NC CF languages
family of [4, 5] whose de?nition 4 is given here. Let 	 be a terminal alphabet such
that the two parentheses ‘[’ and ‘]’ are not in 	. Let 9=	∪{[; ]}.
Denition 4.1 (Parenthesis grammars and languages). Let G=(VN ; 	; P; S) be a
context-free grammar. Its corresponding parenthesis context-free grammar is G′=(VN ;
9; P′; S) where P′ is the following set:
{X → [1] |X ∈ VN ; 1 ∈ (VN ∪ 	)∗; X → 1 ∈ P}
The language generated by G′, L(G′), is called the parenthesis language of G.
Denition 4.2 (Well-parenthesized strings). A string x∈9∗ is well-parenthesized iI
there exists a parenthesis grammar G′ such that x∈L(G′).
The parenthesis are used only to ‘encode’ a derivation tree in the derived string.
Hence, for every derivation tree T of a CF grammar G there is one, and only one,
word in the parenthesis language of G corresponding to T . Therefore, a property of
the derivation trees of G can be de?ned as a property of the words of the parenthesis
language of G.
Denition 4.3 (Noncounting CF languages). Given a context-free grammar G in the
terminal alphabet 	, the tree language of G, TL(G), is said to be a Noncounting (NC)
CF language iI there exists n¿0 such that for every x; u; w; v; y∈9∗, where w; uwv
are well parenthesized, and for every m¿0, xunwvny is in the parenthesis language of
G iI xun+mwvn+my is in the parenthesis language of G.
Example (Counting context-free language): Let G be a grammar with axiom S and
composed of the following productions:
S → aTb | ; T → aSb
4 In [4] the concept is expressed using parenthesis languages, but its reformulation in terms of stencil
trees is obvious, see [18].
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Clearly, L(G) is {a2nb2n | n¿0}. The parenthesized version of G, G′, is then composed
of the productions:
S → [aTb] | []; T → [aSb]
The tree language of G does not verify the NC property (and hence it is called a
counting CF language): for every n¿0, the word zn=([a)n[](b])n ∈L(G′) when n is
even. Factor zn as xunwvny with x=y= ; u= [a; w= []; v= b]. Both uvw and w are
well parenthesized. However, if n is even, xun+1wvn+1y=([a)n+1[](b])n+1 is not in
L(G′).
Proposition 4.4. The family of ALD tree languages is strictly included in the family
of NC CF languages.
Proof. First, we prove inclusion, by showing that every ALD language is a NC CF
language. Let A be an ALD of degree k and consider its associated contex-free grammar
G, structurally equivalent to A. Take n=2k + 1.
Let T be a derivation tree of G, with root S. T corresponds to a word z of the paren-
thesis language of G. Suppose that there exist x; u; w; v; y∈9∗ such that z= xunwvny,
where uwv and w are well parenthesized. We show that for every m¿0, xun+mwvn+my is
in the parenthesis language of G. Let h :9→	∪{} be the homomorphism de?ned by
h(a)= a for every a∈	, h(a)=  for a∈{[; ]}. Then h(z)= (T ). For every i, 06i6n,
uiwvi is well parenthesized and corresponds to a maximal subtree Ti of T . Notice that
lastk(h(xuk+1))= lastk(h(xuk)), since if u=  then lastk(h(xuk+1))= lastk(h(xuk))=
lastkk(h(x)), otherwise lastk(h(xuk+1)) is a suJx of h(uk). Then, leftk(Tk ; T )
= lastk(h(xuk+1))= lastk(h(xuk))= leftk(Tk+1; T ). Similarly, rightk(Tk)= rightk(Tk+1)
= 8rstk(h(u
ky)). Also, 8rstk(Tk)= 8rstk(h(u
kwvk))= 8rstk(h(u
k+1wvk+1))= 8rstk
(Tk+1). Hence, Tk and Tk+1 have the same root: we can replace Tk in T with Tk+1,
resulting in a derivation tree of G, corresponding to the word xun+1wvn+1y of the
parenthesis language of G. The replacement of Tk with Tk+1 may be iterated, to obtain
xun+mwvn+my for every m.
Conversely, suppose that there is m¿0 and a derivation tree T of G with root S and
such that its corresponding word of the parenthesis language of G is xun+mwvn+my, for
some x; u; w; v; y∈9∗ such that uwv and w are well parenthesized. De?ne Tk and Tk+1
as above. Since n+m¿2k+1, again Tk and Tk+1 have the same root. So replace Tk+1
with Tk in T , to obtain a derivation tree of G corresponding to xun+m−1wvn+m−1y:
repeat the replacement m times until a derivation tree corresponding to xunwvny is
obtained: xunwvny is in the parenthesis language of G.
To show that the inclusion is strict, it suJces to reconsider the non-ALD string
language L= {ancbnc | n¿1}∪ {andbnd | n¿1}, used in the proof of Proposition 3.18,
for which a NC CF parenthesis grammar is: S→ [aCbc], S→ [aDbd], C→ [aCb],
C→ [c], D→ [aDb], D→ [d] (of course parentheses do not belong to the terminal
alphabet of the grammar).
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5. Conclusion
We discuss related work and the empirical convenience of ALD for describing pro-
gramming languages. We ?nish by listing some open problems.
5.1. Related work
ALD is a “pure” technique, since it does not use nonterminal symbols. The best
known classes of pure generative grammars are the contextual grammars of S. Marcus
[14] and [7]. Marcus’s original motivation was to formalize the ?ndings of distributional
or associative linguistics, in contrast to Chomsky’s generative approach. The model is
much more powerful than ALD, because it allows insertion of two matching words
in speci?ed contexts, but a simpli?ed variant looks at ?rst rather similar to ALD.
A semicontextual or insertion grammar, due to B. Galiukshov, studied in [16], is a
collection of triples 〈x; z; y〉, of terminal strings. Each triple is interpreted as a rewriting
rule xy→ xzy allowing the insertion of the string z in the context x · · ·y. Consider
now a complex ALD rule (x; Z; y) where Z is the ?nite set obtained from z optionally
inserting the placeholder in any position. At ?rst glance, these ALD rules and the
previous insertion rule would appear to have the same eIect. But the fundamental
diIerence is that the insertion rule gives rise to a generative derivation process, while
the ALD rule is used for testing a given tree. Notice that we have not de?ned the
notion of derivation for ALD models, because, in general, one rule cannot be applied
to insert a pattern into a string independently of the other rules. A simple example
is the language {ab}, de?ned by the ALD: {(⊥; 

;⊥), (⊥; a; b), (a; b;⊥)}. Clearly,
the two insertions must be done in parallel, because they interlock. On the other hand,
the semicontextual grammar ⊥ b→⊥ ab, a⊥→ ab⊥, with initial set {⊥⊥} generates
nothing. Moreover it is known that semicontextual grammars generate also non-CF
languages. In conclusion ALD and contextual grammars are quite diIerent entities,
apart from both being pure models, and of having very few closure properties. A more
accurate comparison remains to be done.
A class of grammars which can be naturally associated with ALD is the family
of CF grammars with only one nonterminal. A singleton grammar is a CF gram-
mar G=({
}; 	; P; 
). For an ALD A, the associated singleton grammar GA0 has the
production set P= {
→ z | (x; z; y)∈A}.
In a singleton grammar, the left part of a production 
→ z, z ∈ (	∪{
})∗, can be
dropped.
It is obvious that TL(GA0)⊇TL(A), hence L(GA0)⊇L(A). A singleton grammar is
essentially the same of an ALD of degree zero, since no permissible contexts are
speci?ed. Hence, since ALD form a hierarchy w.r.t. degree, the class of languages
generated by singleton languages is strictly included in the class ALD. For instance,
for the ALD language {anbn | n¿0}∪ {ancn | n¿0} there is no singleton grammar.
Another related family is the class C of one-counter languages [9], de?ned by
the languages accepted by a nondeterministic automaton with one unbounded counter.
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There is a similarity with the ALD de?nition, since a one-counter machine is a non-
deterministic pushdown automaton with only one symbol for the pushdown stack. The
?nite state component of the machine could be used to store or guess left/right con-
texts. However, ALD and C are incomparable. The hardest CF language H of Propo-
sition 3.29 is in the ALD family, but it is not in C. In fact, C is strictly included in
the class of CF languages and is the least AFL including the Dyck language de?ned
by the grammar: S→ SS | aSa′ |  [9]. Hence, C is closed under inverse homomorphim.
If H were in C, all CF languages would be in C (since every CF language can be
expressed as an inverse alphabetic homomorphism of the language H). On the other
hand, the non-ALD language {ancbnc | n¿1}∪ {andbnd | n¿1} is in C.
Also Context-Sensitive Grammars with only one non-terminal and terminal contexts
are very naturally associated with ALD. Using Chomsky’s notation and the end-marker
⊥, a Context-Sensitive Grammar G is a 4-tuple (VN ; 	; P; S), where VN ; 	;⊥; S are
de?ned as usual and P is a set of productions of the form
X → :; [;; <]
with X ∈VN , :∈ (VN ∪	)∗, ;∈ (⊥∪ )(VN ∪	)∗, <∈ (VN ∪	)∗(⊥∪ ). ;; < are called
the left and right contexts of the production. A derivation step in G is a binary relation
⇒G such that 1;X<8⇒G 1;:<8 if, and only if, X → :; [;; <] is in P, for all 1; 8; :; ;; <.
A word z is in L(G) iI ⊥ S ⊥ ⇒∗G ⊥ z ⊥.
De?ne a Simple Context-Sensitive Grammar to be a context-sensitive grammar such
that |VN |=1 and the left and right contexts have no occurrence of symbols of VN .
Simple context-sensitive grammars are more powerful than ALD. For instance, the lan-
guage L= {ancbnc | n¿1}∪ {andbnd | n¿1} is simple context-sensitive but, as shown
in the proof of Proposition 3:18, it is not ALD. A simple context-sensitive grammar
for L has the following productions:
S → SSbc; [⊥;⊥]
S → aSSd; [⊥;⊥]
S → SSb; [; b]
S → c; [; b]
S → a; [; c]
S → a; [; a]
S → aSS; [a; ]
S → d; [a; ]
S → b; [d; ]
S → b; [b; ]
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5.2. Empirical convenience of ALD languages
To what extent existing technical languages can be de?ned by ALD? Using ALD,
[6] has completed the de?nition of the CF syntax of Pascal. The size of the ALD
de?nition is comparable to a CF grammar of Pascal when using short notations. Also,
the main features of HTML can be described conveniently by ALD. To give an idea
of the empirical usefulness of ALD we present here a short description of the syntax
of the language B of parenthesized Boolean expressions with the connectives ∧;∨;¬.
As it is usual in compiler construction, we wish that the syntax tree of a Boolean
expression mirrors the precedence of the Boolean operators: ∨ gives precedence to ∧
which gives precedence to ¬. We can consider that the alphabet of the language is
the set 	= {∧;∨;¬; (; ); id} (if there are many identi?ers, id can be regarded as their
lexical class).
A context-free grammar G for this language, which considers the precedence among
operators may be composed of the following productions:
S → T ∨ S |T
T → U ∧ T |U
U → ¬U | (S) | id
An ALD for the language B is
{⊥; id;∨; (} 
 ∨ 
 {⊥; id;∨; (;∧} 
 ∧ 

¬

(
)
id
The ALD is at least as simple and readable as the context-free grammar G. It is
immediate to notice that if an operator a gives precedence to another operator b, then
the pattern introducing b ‘inherits’ the left contexts of the pattern introducing a. This
suggests the use of shorthand notations, introduced in [6] along with various size
comparison results.
The formal study of ALD has just started and several theoretical questions are still
open or under investigation. For instance, it is unknown, at the present, whether the
ALD family includes the regular languages (but there are many examples of regular
languages that are in ALD). There are other problems such as various decidability
properties or minimization w.r.t. degree or width.
We hope that the associative language description model could be a simpler com-
petitor of the context-free model both as an explanation of fundamental syntactic phe-
nomena and as a practical technique for language speci?cation. Owing to its simplicity,
the model should be a good basis for extensions and re?nements. This is an open line
of research that could address the problems of noncontext-free constructions of natural
languages.
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